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1. introduction

city maps are certainly among the most commonly 
used and widely published cartographic products. The 
development of mass and individual tourism, as well 
as ever-increasing migration for non-tourist purposes 
(industry, business, conferences, etc.) further the purpose 
and importance of city maps. it should be mentioned that 
city maps are not only used by city visitors, but also by 
citizens, particularly in the larger cities.

significant changes in the wealth, variety, level of 
graphic form and detail in the content of city maps are 
noticeable in recent years, particularly those from central 
and eastern european countries1. This is a consequence 
of the political and economic transformation, resulting in 
the abolition of censorship and introduction of the free 
market (kałamucki, 1994). These changes may be consid-
ered as a cartographic breakthrough in the representation 
of cities. in addition, city maps have come to use defined 
scales, with no distortions and with detailed presenta-
tions of built-up areas and their functions. such transfor-
mations have also brought significant changes to the city 
maps’ content, notably, features whose representation had 
been forbidden could finally be represented. city maps 
published in western europe have evolved as well dur-
ing the aforementioned period due to higher political 
and economic stability. These changes, however, have not 
been as significant (martyński, ostrowski, 2003).

european city maps differ in their quality, range of 
presented content, graphic form and it’s level and used 
scales. given their unique status and prominence among 
cartographic products, there is a surprising lack of empir-
ical research into how and why city maps differ between 
countries.

2. Methodology used in maps’ content analysis

For the city maps content analysis 54 different city 
maps from 21 european large cities, mainly capital cities 
(see Fig. 1), were selected. This has crucial importance 
to provide comparability of the analysed city maps. 
only cities with the similar objects (such as museums, 
cinemas, theatres, etc.) might be compared. conclusions 
based on a comparison of large and small cities’ maps 
would be erroneous due to various characteristics of the 
cities.

to conduct analysis from one to four city maps of 
each city were taken. The number of examined maps 
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1  expression “eastern and central european countries”, used in the 
article, has geopolitical meaning. eastern countries are under-
stood as former usrr countries (except for baltic republics, 
which has broken off with soviet cartographic style), and central 
european ones are understood as countries, which remain under 
ussr great political influence in the second half of XXth century 
(to 1990s).
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depends on number of national publishers on the 
market (in three cases only, where there is one lead-
ing national publisher, single map of the city were ana-
lysed  – “Jāņa sēta” in latvia, “trivum” in byelorussia 
and “capplen” in norway).

The selection of the city maps was made by taking into 
consideration the following criterions: 
–  city area  – only city maps showing large cities were 

selected; 
–  publisher – the city maps can be elaborated by local, 

national or international publishers. For conducted 
analysis city maps elaborated by the companies of at 
least national range and the same country of origin as 
the analysed city were selected. This approach allows 
identifying the national styles, whereas the interna-
tional corporations uses, except some regional dif-
ferences, standardized content. analysis of national 
companies’ cartographic products shows the influ-
ence of political and economic situation on the city 
image presented on city map and, moreover, gives 
the information on the essential data that the user 
requires;

–  city maps up-to-dateness  – taking into account the 
dynamic changes encountering cartographic market 
contemporary city maps, published after 2000 year 
(most of the analyzed city maps are published even after 
2005), were only selected. 

city map content analysis was performed taking into 
consideration, not only the map legend, but the whole 
map canvas. analysis of the map legends would lead to 
incorrect conclusions as, commonly, they do not con-
tain the whole list of used symbols. in order to exam-
ine weather features appear in selected cities and are 
only not presented on city maps or they do not appear 
at city space at all, additional research were undertaken 
(search via internet, guidebooks, etc.). 

because of the high diversity of the collected cartograph-
ic data, it was necessary to create a content classification 
allowing to unify objects meanings, as the name of selected 
features varies according to the publisher. This unification 
process allows obtaining reliable results as every analysis is 
referred to a homogenous scale. consequently 360 differ-
ent features in 18 subcategories were selected. next these 
18 subcategories were grouped into 6 categories (see tab. 1).

Fig.	1 cities which maps were 
taken into analysis
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3. range of content analysis 

city maps content analysis was based on number of 
features presented on maps. The analysis performed was 
to show, whether the number of presented features differs 
significantly between countries and it is possible to select 
specific features, characteristic for each country.

by analyzing the bar graph (see Fig. 2), showing the 
average number of features in each country (number of 
features in each category were summed and then divided 
by the number of examined city maps in each country), 
distinguished for selected countries, it is distinct that 
european city maps range of content varies significantly 
in terms of the amount of provided information. trend 
showing the division between central and eastern euro-
pean and western european city maps can be observed. 
The former ones characterize with the number of selected 

features exceeding the average, whereas, the latter ones 
characterize with the number of selected features far 
below the average. The highest number of selected fea-
tures is met on byelorussian (119), russian (85), polish 
and ukrainian (both 73) city maps. norwegian city maps 
may serve as an exception. They do not belong to cen-
tral or eastern city maps category, nevertheless, provide 
high amount of information (103 features can be distin-
guished). austrian (59), british (60) and czech (62) city 
maps belong to the group with the features number clos-
est to the european average, which is 59. 

3.1 road network and infrastructure

Road	network	and	 infrastructure category is mostly 
represented on norwegian (24 different features), ger-
man and slovak (both 20) as well as polish and british 

Tab.	1 european city maps’ content divided into thematic categories and subcategories

Categories Subcategories
Number  

of selected features

Road network and infrastructure

road network 47

road infrastructure 17

services for motorized users 9

Public transport Public transport 44

Built-up areas, land use and landmark 
objects

Buildings and built-up areas 18

land use/land cover 29

topographical & orientation features 28

Sport and recreation facilities sport and recreation facilities 38

Services

religious facilities 12

cultural features 9

catering facilities 5

tourist accommodation 10

Health service 10

education 6

other services 14

trade facilities 27

Civil service and administrative division 
civil services 29

administrative division 8

Fig.	2 average number of features 
presented on the city maps
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(both 19) city maps, whereas the smallest number of 
features can be met on italian (10), spanish and swedish 
(both 9), and romanian (only 3) ones. 

Road	network	and	infrastructure category is divided 
into three subcategories: road	network,	road	infrastruc-
ture (e.g.	different types of parking places, road barri-
ers – rush hour closures, toll road stations, and traffic 
lights) and Services	for	motorized	users (e.g. petrol and 
lpg stations, vehicle diagnostic and service stations, 
vulcanization etc.). certainly, road network subcatego-
ry contains the highest number of features as the street 
network serves as a basis (background information) for 
every city map construction. The most extended routes 
and streets classification can be found on british and 
norwegian (both 17 features) and polish and german 
(both 15 features) city maps. contrary to them, ukrai-
nian, swedish or romanian city maps presents only 
the necessary minimum (which varies between 7 and 
10 features). 

Despite the content wealth or factual level of every 
analyzed city map, features such as primary, secondary 
and other roads were always presented. The majority of 
analyzed city maps show also motorways, dual carriage 
ways and main through roads. The same remark concerns 
footpaths and lanes. important information, especially 
for motorized city map users, about pedestrian zones 
and one way streets are often added. it is worth to turn 
attention to the features that are unique for selected coun-
tries. private roads and congestion charge zones on brit-
ish, flood-lit track on norwegian, paid parking zones on 
polish city maps and pavements on czech city maps may 
serve as examples. 

another subcategory within analyzed category is road	
infrastructure. it is very well presented on the german 
and swiss city maps, contrary to romanian ones, where 
it does not exist at all. it should be noted that “park and 
ride” feature is one of objects among the whole subcat-
egory that appears on the city maps more frequently. This 
feature is a perfect example on how the city changes are 
imaged on the city maps. showing traffic lights is char-
acteristic of polish and czech city maps, whereas speed 
cameras are placed only on british ones. 

Services	for	motorized	users subcategory is mostly pre-
sented on central and eastern european city maps. petrol 
stations are the most frequently appearing feature within 
this subcategory. They are placed at almost every central 
and eastern european city maps and, moreover, at the 
norwegian ones as well. This feature, however, is com-
pletely omitted at the western european city maps. The 
reason for this situation may be explained as follow: pet-
rol stations in central and eastern europe before political 
and economic transformation were rather seldom there-
fore the information about their locations were highly 
required thus placed on the city maps. consequently, it 
becomes a tradition to put this feature on the maps even 
after sudden increase of their number after the political 
transformation. vehicle diagnostic and service stations 

features are met also at the central and eastern european 
city maps only.

3.2 Public transport

Public	transport category is presented the most pre-
cisely on hungarian city maps, where the number of fea-
tures within the category covers 30% of the whole map 
content. The detailed presentation of railways divided 
into groups such as: national, suburban, industrial, funic-
ular, rack and children railways can be found. moreover 
city transport (bus, tram, trolleybus and underground 
lines) and river boats have been added. also austrian and 
german city maps present public transport category very 
broadly, contrary to the bulgarian, slovenian and italian 
ones, where the category is limited to railways and sta-
tions (both railway and underground ones). it is worth 
to mention some exotic objects that may be found in the 
category: platforms on byelorussian and ticket offices on 
ukrainian city maps. 

3.3 built-up areas, land use and landmark objects 

analogically to road	network	and	infrastructure cat-
egory, built-up	areas,	land	use	and	landmark	objects cat-
egory is divided into three separate subcategories. it may 
be stated that land	use category contains also built-up	
areas. in these analyses, however, the latter subcategory 
was treated as a separate one due to its great importance 
to the urban areas as well as unique status in cartographic 
presentation.

significant differences in modern city maps built-up 
areas presentation is observed – one can meet various 
degrees of their generalization, next their differentiation 
and finally various forms of graphic presentation. accord-
ing to degree of generalization city maps can be divided 
into 3 basic groups. First group contains city maps, which 
comprise all individual buildings (russian and byelorus-
sian city maps). The second group includes city maps, in 
which individual buildings within high-density zones are 
joined into built-up areas, whereas separate buildings or 
their small groups are usually enlarged (polish or czech 
city maps). The last group comprises city maps, which are 
characterized by the highest degree of generalization. on 
these maps all urban areas, also with low density (block 
or residential) are presented as homogeneous built-up 
areas with highly simplified shapes (ciołkosz-styk, 2009). 
such presentation is typical for most of western europe-
an countries. on british and French city maps only pub-
lic buildings are presented. on british city maps public 
buildings are further classified according to their func-
tional classes (education, health and welfare, administra-
tion and law, etc.). They are also graphically emphasized 
in order to their easy identification. lately, house num-
bering appeared on most of the european city maps.

The broadest classification of land use subcategory was 
found on norwegian (9 features), polish, ukrainian and 
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romanian (8 features each) city maps. on the other hand 
the smallest amount of information is provided by swed-
ish (2 features) and italian (3 features) ones. 

The most frequently appearing features within land use 
subcategory on european city maps are parks, woods and 
cemeteries. central european city maps (polish, czech, 
hungarian) present cemeteries with further division into 
christian and Jewish ones. industrial areas, orchards and 
allotments are shown on central and eastern european 
city maps.

generally landmark objects (typically used on topo-
graphic maps) such as forester’s lodges, towers, transmit-
ting stations rocks, etc. are characteristic for german city 
maps. 

3.4 sports and recreation facilities 

an unquestionable record of sports	 and	 recreation	
facilities presentation belongs to norwegian city maps, 
where 20 different features (approximately 20% of the 
whole city map content) under this subcategory were 
selected. Despite of common objects, such as swim-
ming pools, pitches, sports halls, tennis courts and riding 
grounds appearing also on different city maps, the fea-
tures such as golf courses and mini-golf, sledging hills, 
slalom slopes, shooting ranges, go-cart centres, skate-
board ramps or bowling are additionally shown. Different 
type of sport and recreation features, e.g. casinos, circuses 
or even night clubs are presented on eastern european 
city maps. 

sport and recreation facilities are also placed on swiss, 
Dutch and polish city maps, whereas on swedish, latvian, 
spanish, italian, greek and romanian city maps this cat-
egory is omitted. 

3.5 services 

This category holds seven subcategories, namely reli-
gious, cultural and catering facilities, tourist accommoda-
tion, health service, education, trade and other services. 

Religious facilities 
in terms of detailed classification of religious facilities 

hungarian city maps play a leading role, as seven different 
features have been selected. on these city maps catholic, 
greek catholic, orthodox and two different protestant 
churches as well as synagogues and mosques have been 
presented. slightly less information within this subcat-
egory is provided on polish and eastern european city 
maps. remaining group of analyzed city maps limits reli-
gious facilities subcategory to the presentation of chris-
tian churches (with no division into catholic, orthodox 
or protestant).

Cultural facilities 
central and eastern european city maps contains the 

detailed classification of cultural features, contrary to 

majority of western european city maps on which muse-
ums are only shown. The highest number of cultural 
facilities objects is presented on slovakian (7), ukrainian, 
russian and byelorussian (6) as well as norwegian, pol-
ish and greek (5) city maps. it should be mentioned that 
eastern european city maps contain important places 
of national history and identity such as martyrological 
places, monuments and war memorials or commemorate 
plaques. 

Catering facilities 
restaurants are the most frequently presented object 

among all others within catering facilities subcategory. 
They are presented on byelorussian (together with addi-
tional information on cafés and bars location), ukraini-
an and selected czech (with additional information on 
vineyards) city maps. one of analyzed british city maps 
provides information on pubs location, whereas aus-
trian one shows self-service bars. The rest of analyzed 
european city maps show no information in discussed 
subcategory.

Tourist accommodation
hotels, camps and youth hostels are the most fre-

quently presented objects among all others within tour-
ist accommodation subcategory. norwegian city maps 
provides the highest rate of information showing not 
only the objects listed above, but also regular hostels 
and tourist huts. taking into account the number of pre-
sented objects, swiss, german and polish city maps with 
3 selected features are right after norwegian ones. czech 
and slovakian characterize with providing information 
on botels (hotels located on water), while german with 
inns. 

Health service
The most extended information within this subcat-

egory is provided by byelorussian and russian (both 7 
objects) city maps. hospitals have been presented on 
each analyzed map, while emergency ambulance services 
only on polish, latvian and norwegian ones. scandina-
vian, czech, slovakian and east european city maps gives 
additional information on pharmacies. an interesting 
fact of veterinary clinic indication on russian and ukrai-
nian city maps should be noted.

Education
norwegian city maps provide the most detailed 

information on education category showing as much as 
4 different features. Despite universities, presented on 
most of analyzed maps (except slovenian and ukrainian 
ones), the features such as schools and playschools are 
also shown. libraries are presented on the eastern euro-
pean city maps and some british ones. schools are also 
indicated on german, slovakian and in some polish city 
maps. planetariums are characteristic feature presented 
on ukrainian city maps.
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Trade 
presentation of trade subcategory objects is typical 

for eastern european city maps. The highest number 
of selected features can be found on byelorussian city 
maps, where 20 different objects (e.g.: 4 types of depart-
ment stores, 5 types of bazaars, 8 types of shop – grocer-
ies, clothes shops, toy shops, etc.) are distinguished. on 
the central european, greek and british city maps the 
hypermarkets are presented, whereas on French covered 
markets are shown. 

Other services
in this subcategory the various services’ features, that 

do  not match the aforementioned subcategories, are 
located. 

byelorussian city maps play leading role in this sub-
category, presenting the highest amount of features. 
among them laundries (with division to dry cleaners 
and others), hairdressing or beauty salons may be quot-
ed. norwegian city maps are also wealthy in content 
within this category. The range of content of presented 
objects, however, is absolutely different. The features 
such as banks, conference halls or homes for older peo-
ple have been shown. 

toilets are presented on byelorussian, swedish, brit-
ish, czech and swiss city maps. in addition toilets for 
handicapped have been presented on british ones.

3.6 civil service and administrative boundaries

Civil services 
Detailed classification of civil services is typical for 

eastern european city maps, contrary to the remaining 
part of analyzed city maps, where this subcategory is lim-
ited to post offices or police stations or is generally omit-
ted. eastern european city maps present also the features 
such as diplomatic missions, international organizations 
seats, seats of government, tax offices or passport bureaus. 

Administrative division
central and eastern european city maps present 

various levels of administrative division: administrative 
boundaries, district boundaries or even housing estate 
boundaries, whereas western european city maps limit 
their presentation in selected category to city boundaries. 

4. conclusions

city maps content of central and eastern europe 
is usually wealthier and more detailed comparing to 
their western equivalents (Fig. 3 and 4). it is noticeable 

especially in broad information concerning services, 
presented mainly as point symbols. it may be explained 
as a legacy of the communist era, when built-up areas 
or even single buildings could not be presented on the 
city maps in certain countries, so point symbols had to 
replace topographic presentation of objects (e.g. church-
es, hotels or railway stations). such way of presentation 
was censored to less extent (konopska, 2007). 

political transformation, resulted in censorship abol-
ishment, gave map editors freedom in planning map 
content and level of detail. when showing built up areas 
and their functions was finally allowed, the point symbols 
set was not reduced, but extended to include previously 
forbidden features, such as hospitals or police stations 
(ostrowski, ostrowski, 1992). it was natural psychologi-
cal consequence to former restrictions. 

political transformation caused also changes in cities 
landscapes and their functional structure, which was well 
reflected on the city maps. a lot of new features, such as 
supermarkets, cash machines or internet cafes appeared 
in the cities and automatically on the city maps. number 
of features in some categories has significantly increased 
as well (banks, hotels, catering facilities).

content of the western european city maps differ 
between countries, but generally is narrower comparing 
to central and eastern city maps. an exception to the 
rule are norwegian and german city maps. one can say 
that there is some resemblance in the content of german 
and central-european city maps. it is determined by two 
factors. Firstly, connections in cartography between cen-
tral and eastern europe and german-speaking countries 
existed for a long time. secondly, modern german car-
tography bases to some extent on achievements of former 
east german cartography. 

a  factor, which has considerable influence on dif-
ferentiating the content of the european city maps, is 
the political situation2. The situation has also played an 
important role in shaping style of european cartograph-
ic publishers. cities specificity and character are reflect-
ed insufficiently on the city maps. There is no relation 
between city size or tourists attractiveness and city maps 
content. a case in point is london and oslo – compar-
ing to the norwegian city maps british city maps con-
tent is narrower, though london is few times bigger 
then oslo. rome, which is classified high in the ranking 
of most attractive cities in the world, has city maps with 
relatively poor content. 

analyzed european city maps differ in scales, used 
in city maps presentation. applied scales vary from 
1:10,000 up to 1:30,000. There is tendency that west-
ern city maps are presented rather in large scales, while 
central and eastern ones in smaller scales. it can be 
explained by the fact that city maps of western europe-
an cities are developed mostly for tourist purposes and 
they very often they cover only central districts, while 
central and eastern city maps have no particular audi-
ence in mind. They can be used by city visitors as well as 

2  all characteristics (average numbers etc.) are based on current city 
maps, nevertheless author has examined european city maps pub-
lished after the second world war.
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city citizens, that is why they cover whole cities to their 
administrative borders and present universal content. 
one would expect that city maps in larger scale would 
have more detailed content than the ones in smaller 
scales, but conducted analysis of european city maps 
do not let us draw such conclusion. 

road network, public transport and land use are com-
mon for all city maps and only detail of their presentation 
diverse among the countries, whereas showing all kind of 
services and civil service is typical of central and eastern 
europe. it is evidenced by examples of religious, cultural, 
catering or trade features, which are well represented on 
central and eastern europe city maps, and do not appear 
on western ones. 

The most extensive content among all analysed city 
maps have city maps of minsk and oslo. Though they 

both show broad information, the range of presented 
content varies significantly. it is mainly caused by differ-
ent users needs. 

if cartography is recognized as a language, one can say 
that nations introduce and express themselves through 
the maps, including city maps. They show what is crucial 
from their point of view and what has less importance 
(Dorling, Fairbairn, 1997). 
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suMMary

city maps are ones of the most often published and used car-
tographic publications. They are used by many groups of readers 
with various requirements and preparation to map reading. in 

the last two decades particularly significant changes in richness, 
variety, graphic level and detail took place in the maps of cities 
in east and central europe. They followed the political transfor-
mation of the early 90-ties which abolished censorship and intro-
duced free-market economy. in western europe situation was 
quite different because cartography developed continuously, with 
no distractions by external factors, such as censorship. 

in order to compare the range of contents of european city 
maps 54 maps of 21 cities had been chosen, mainly capitals, pub-
lished by leading private cartographic publishers from the same 
country as the city itself.

Thematic content was divided into thematic 6 categories (road 
network and infrastructure, public transport, built-up areas, land 
use and landmark objects, sport and recreation facilities, services, 
civil service and administrative division) and on that base com-
parative analysis were undertaken. 

The analyses shows differences between the contents of city 
maps published in east and central europe and those pub-
lished in west europe. Thy shows, which elements are presented 
on city maps published in each country, which elements are 
characteristic for particular publications and point out, what 
is the reason for that. The contents of maps published in east 
and central europe is usually much richer than in those from 
the west. This results from different conditions which influ-
enced the development of city cartography in different parts of 
europe. 
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